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SECTION 1
 
INTRODUCTION
 
1.1 PURPOSE
 
This document describes the functional data processing requirement:
 
for the Crop Assessment Subsystem. (GAS) of the Large Area Crop 
Inventory Experiment (L.ACI). These requirements shall be used 
as a guide for software dovelcpment and implementation. The soft­
ware implementation plan will be described in a detailed design 
document to be published at a later date.
 
1.2 SCOPE 
This document is limited in scope to requirements pertaining to 
the production processing software of the CAS. In general, these 
requirements include the following:
 
* 	 Command input processing 
* 	Processing and storage of data from external sources 
* 	Wheat area, yield, and production estimation 
* 	 Computation of standard statistics associated with the crop 
estimates to assess the reliability of the estimates
 
* 	 Aggregation of crop estimates to the various hierarchical 
elements of the active LAC!F countries 
* Generation of aggregation reports. 
Paragraph 1.4 of this document presents a brief overview o: tne 
CAS software system components.
 
Section 2 describes the CAS/analyst interactions and defines the 
support software routines. Section 3 details the CAS applications 
software; Section 4 provides CAS data base requirements; and Sec­
tion 5 describes Classification and Mensuration Subsystem (CAMS) 
processing. 
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1.3 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
 
The following document has been used for support data in the
 
preparation of these requirements. It may be referenced by the
 
reader for obtaining additional information in specific areas
 
of .interest.
 
Large Area Crop"Inventory Experiment (LACIE) Level III Base­
line Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS) Requirements, LACIE­
00200, Vol. IV, 16 December 1974..
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1.4 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The CAS software system shall he implementeC in the multi-user 
environment provided by the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) 
RSX-111) Operating System on the PDP 11/45 Computer System in the 
DTi,. The software may be exercised in both a hatch -mode and an 
interactive mode of operation. Each user of the CAS software will 
operate from either the master data files for a country or a work­
ing copy of the data f-les for that country on a non-interference 
basis. Access to the CAS software and its data files shall be 
restricted to authorized personnel via the standard RSX- li user 
identification code (IC) and password security features. 
The CAS master data base is made up of multiple data files, one 
for each type of data for each act ive LACd.E country for each crop 
year. The four data types are: 1) allocation data, 2) classifi­
cation results, 3) w'heat yield data, and .1) historical agricul­
tural data. Each data type corresponds to an external data source. 
The allocation data shall be utilized to define the logical struc­
ture of the renaiing data files and may rot be updated on a cas­
ual :asis. The remaining data Liles shall be routinely upcda ed 
by data base in iti alizatio:n/preprocess:ng software as new data 
becomes available. Only the classification results data shall be 
preprocessed to yield an intermediate product. 
Each appiication program within CAS is designed to operate or. the 
data files for a single country. Thus, each CAS user must estab­
lish his definition of data Liles with respect to a single country 
and whether the master data files or a working copy of the datafiles are to be ut:lized. The data base management software shall 
then provide the mea:ns for the app:1cat ions programs to retrieve, 
update, and store data. 
The user may select to execute one of the following processors: 
* Area/yield/product ion estimation/aggregation 
* Report generator 
* Data base change prograns. 
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Control inputs shall be accepted, validated, and processed by
 
either the interactive input command processor or by the batch
 
input processor. After control is passed to the selected proc­
essor and processing is completed, output shall be generated
 
via the display processor, a subset of the report generator. The
 
relationship between the various software components of the CAS
 
is illustrated in figure 1-1.
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1.5 REVISIONS
 
Because this is a controlled requirements document, any required
 
changes shall be submitted to the chairman of the Facilities
 
Change Control Panel for review and approval.
 
0 
o
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SECTION 2
 
CAS SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
2. 1 GENERAL 
The CAS system software shall comprise three major areas: inter­
active terminal software, system utilities, and support software. 
The interactive terminal software shall provide the interface 
between the anayst and the application program. The system 
utilities shall be provided to assist in the impiementation of 
the CAS software system. The support software shall he provided 
as a library of routines in support of the applicatior program. 
2.2 INTERACTIVE TERMIINA!. SOFTWARE 
The CAS interactive terminal software shall provide for terminal 
initialization, input query operations with the operator, and CAS 
report generation and display. Interactive software shall also 
provide operator interface to the Data Base Change Program. 
2.2.1 CAS Input Processor. The CAS input processor shall ini­
tialize the terminal ca:thode ray tube (CRT) and process analyst 
input commands. The CAS input processor thus provides the inter­
face between the analyst and CAS application programs. 
2.2.1.1 Initialization. CAS terminal initia]ization shall be 
performed by the RSX Operating System. To initialize a CAS ter­
mi na l, the analyst shal' strike the control C key on the (RT 
terminal. This will activate the Monitor Control Routine (M1CR) 
which shall display a pror.pter. he analyst shall now "sign-on"' 
to the system by entering the HELL.O cormand and a GAS 'IIC number. 
CAS files shall he protected and may he accessed on " by use of 
the CAS JIC. The system shall now reqtuest that a password be 
entered, but the password shall no" 1e echoed back to the CRT 
screen. The system shall validate the pass-;orc. If the code is 
illegal, an error message shall he displaycd and another request 
made for the password. If the password is accepted, the analyst 
shall be logged on to the system and may run any interactive GAS 
programs as well as other system programs. 
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2.2.1. 2.Input Command Procevsor. ro initialize or activate the 
CAS software system, the CAS analyst shall type CAS after theMCR prompter. Ti s shall cause the GAS input command rrocessor 
to be loaded into memrory. The command processor i's new reaiy 
to accept ir1oii t comands from the analyst. A comrand menu (list) 
shall be displayed for the analyst to select the desired function 
by typing the appropriate three letter command name. 
After the command is selected, the input command processor shall 
begin to request processing parameters by quest ion and answer 
interaction with the analyst. The input command processor shall 
output a message to the analyst request ing a part-icular input 
parameter. A list of the a-;propriate input options may also he 
displayed for the analyst. The analyst shal transmit the input. 
parameter tack to the computer by typing the parane ter (n th 
next line. The input command processor shall validate the input 
and either disoliav an error message or con: ine to the next aram­
eter request. After all parameters are col'ected and validated, 
a run request shall be made to the selected application progra:r. 
The input processing parameters shall he trarisntted to the called 
program. Appendix discusses typical operator/CRT in ior..A a :iterac 
Upon commpletion of the app Iication func:ion , control shall he 
pass(-; to the display pro,'essor 'see panraph 2.?) to output 
the results of the a-,±.,.'a" ion program. "'he :rtz command pr,;c 
essor shall once againt rece've control upon termination of d's­
play processor output. At this time the analyst may request 
additional processing or exit back to the operating sysem. 
2.2.1.3 Termination. After the dis;Slay pressr has coltieted 
output of uil recuesred reports, control is returned ro tne inp-a 
command processor where. the fu:ictien or coymmand nejtlu is'displayec. 
One of the commards avail.a,)]e to the operator shall be an exit 
cormand; t g. , to zerminate the CAS system, the operator shall 
type the three letter command 1.Xr f-or exit. This shall return 
control to the RSX Operating System. At this point, the operator 
signs-o., the terminal by typir.g the command BYL which corrletes 
the termination procedure. The only valid input command at this 
time is the FELLO command winch is the first step o: :.mt la­
tion (see paragraph '.2.1.1". 
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2.2.2 -Display Processor. The display processor shall standardize
 
the techniques for generating a CAS report. The display processor
 
is a user-oriented service program which shall generate a display
 
based on input parameters supplied by the user. Multiple output
 
devices shall be supported by the display processor; i.e., the
 
reports may be displayed not only on the analyst's CRT terminal,
 
but also may be output to the line printer and/or magnetic tape.
 
The output devices to be used may be in any combination and shall
 
be required input parameters to the display processor.
 
2.2.2.1 Modes of Operation. The display processor shall operate
 
in either automatic or manual mode. In the automatic mode, only
 
the line printer and/or magnetic tapes shall be utilized. Once
 
started, the display processor shall output the requested report(s)
 
to the appropriate device(s) without analyst intervention.
 
The manual mode is implied when the CRT is requested as an output
 
device for the CAS reports. In the manual mode, the summary report
 
shall be output to the CRT terminal and any other devices requested.
 
The display processor then waits for the analyst to enter a com­
mand. At this point the analyst shall be able to request the next
 
sequential report, to request a different report, or to exit the
 
display processor (see paragraph 2.2.2.3). An exit request shall
 
return control to the input command processor, which once again
 
displays the input command menu.
 
2.2.2.2 Input Parameters. The CAS application programs shall
 
exit, after storing all generated report data on disk, by schedul­
ing. the display -processor. Two input parameters may be transmitted
 
.to the display processor at this time. The first parameter shall
 
be the output device or devices. Valid output devices for CAS
 
reports sha.ll be the CRT terminal, line printer, magnetic tape,
 
or any combination of these. The second parameter shall be an
 
additional reports indicator and shall only be valid with the line
 
printer and magnetic tape devices. This parameter shall also in­
dicate that all individual reports are to be output in addition
 
to the summary report which is automatic. This parameter shall
 
not apply if the CRT output device has been selected, as the oper­
ator has the opportunity to request individual reports after the
 
summary report has been displayed.
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2.2.2.3 Display Commands. If the analyst selected the CRT ter­
minal as an output device for the CAS reports, the display proc­
essor shall wait for an analyst response after output of the sum­
mary report. The analyst may respond with any valid display
 
processor command. The three basic command functions are dis­
cussed in the following paragraphs.
 
A. Report Retrieval. To retrieve a CAS report, the analyst
 
shall input one of the report retrieval commands. Each
 
command shall be composed of a 3-letter command code and
 
a report key number. The first letter (A, Y, or P) of
 
the 	command code shall indicate whether the requested
 
report is an area, yield, or production report. The.next
 
two letters shall indicate the report level to be re­
trieved. The following options shall be available:
 
e Summary
 
* Region
 
" Zone
 
* Strata
 
* Substrata.
 
The 	report key number is a 4-di-git integer indicating the
 
hierarchy element number. Each report contains the key
 
numbers of hierarchy elements of the immediate lower level
 
which were used *to produce the report. (For explanation
 
of CAS reports and report contents, see paragraph 3.5.)
 
B. 	Exit. To exit from the display processor, the analyst
 
shall input the exit command (EXT). This command does
 
not require any additional input parameters. The exit
 
causes return to the CAS input command software.
 
C. 	Device Change. The device change command (DEV) shall allow
 
the analyst to select a new device or combination of devices
 
to be used for output of CAS reports. The analyst inputs
 
the command DEV along with the device mnemonics. All sub­
sequent requested reports shall be output to the new de­
vice(s).
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2.2.3 Data Base Change Interactive Software. The data base
 
change interactive software shall provide the interface between
 
the operator and the Data Base Change Program. The interactive
 
software shall accept input commands and display the results of
 
the processed command.
 
2.2.3.1 Initialization. The data base change interactive
 
software shall initialize the CRT terminal by displaying a re­
quest to enter a command. Retrieval and exit shall be the only
 
valid commands at this time.
 
2.2.3.2 Data Base Change Command Processor. The data base change
 
command processor shall accept command inputs from the analyst.
 
The commands and any parameters shall be validated and the in­
formation passed to the Data Base Change Program for processing.
 
If an invalid input is detected; an appropriate error message
 
shall be output along with a request to re-enter the command.
 
An input command prompter shall be used to request an input from
 
the analyst. The prompter shall display the valid input commands
 
and the command codes. Command codes (see paragraph 2.2.3.3)
 
shall be unique alpha characters.
 
2.2.3.3 Input Commands. The command processor shall accept five
 
commands from the analyst. The following is a discussion of each
 
of these commands.
 
A. 	Retrieval (RET). The retrieval command shall be used to
 
retrieve requested data base information. This information
 
shall be formatted and displayed on the analyst CRT ter­
minal. Retrieval of the data base information is a pre­
requisite to performing a data base change. The re­
trieval command shall be a valid input at any time. Fol­
lowing-input of the RET command, the command processor
 
shall request input of parameters specifying the exact
 
data base information being requested (see paragraph 4.4).
 
B. 	Change (CHA). The change command shall be used to input ­
data base change information. The CHA command shall be 
a valid input following the RET command. The change in­
formation shall be displayed along with the information it 
is to replace. CHA does not cause the CAS data base to be 
updated; the actual change of the data base is accomplished 
by the store command. 
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C. 	 Store (STR). The store command shall be used to write the 
change information to the (:AS data base. The STR command 
initiates the update causing all change information to be 
written to the CAS data base. The conmand may be entered 
following a CHiA command. After the commanc is entered, 
the command processor shall request store information from 
the analyst. This information shall include the reason for 
the change and :th:e name of the analyst. 
D. 	 Exit .T).. The exit command shall be used to exit the 
Data Base Change Program. Cortrol shall b1e rettlrted to 
the CAS input comrand software for subsequent display of 
the CAS command .nenu. 
:. 	 Page (PAG) . The page command shall be used to request the 
next page of a multzpage disp lay. "Inis command shall 1)e 
valid following the RT commar.and. No additional parameters 
shall be required. Additional iink.s of te I'AG conmfand 
shall cause stbsequent pages of the :isfl ay to be output. 
F. .3ack_... ( !,'G). back page command shal* allow theaLg The 
analyst to rcctest the previous page of multipagc dis .ay. 
This command shall be valid fc'low'iug the PAG commnd, and 
no additiora parameters shal! !,e required. 
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2.3 SYSTEM UTILITIES
 
The following system utilitfes shall be converted to augment those
 
utilities provided by the RSX-llD Operating System.
 
2.3.1 Nonstandard Magnetic Tape Copy. This program shall copy
 
an 800/1600 bpi, 9-track magnetic tape from one tape drive to
 
another. The user shall specify the input and output tape drives.
 
Optional parameters may be input to position the tape by file and
 
record. The processing shall start by reading a block and check­
ing for errors. If an error is detected, an appropriate message
 
shall be printed with the block number and block size. Whether
 
an error was detected or not, the record shall be written to the
 
output magnetic tape. If an end of file (BOP) is detected, a
 
message shall be written to the line printer, and an EOF written
 
*on the output tape. A check shall be made for three consecutive
 
fOF's. When detected, a message shall be written to the line
 
printer and processing terminated.
 
2.3.2 Nonstandard Magnetic Tape Dump. This program shall dump a
 
800/1600 bpi, 9-track magnetic tape to the line printer in octal,
 
hexadecimal, and ASCII. Parameters may be input to position the
 
tape by file and record. The processing for a block shall start
 
by reading a record and checking for errors. If an error is
 
detected, an appropriate message shall be printed. In any case,
 
processing continues by printing the block number and size. This
 
shall be followed by a check for EOF. Unless the block is an EOP
 
mark, the'contents of the record shall be dumped on the line
 
printer. If the record is an EOF mark, an EOF message shall be
 
printed and a check made for three consecutive EOF's indicating
 
logical end of tape (LEOT). IF LEOT is not detected, the next
 
block shall be processed. If LEOT is detected, a message shall
 
be printed and processing terminated.
 
2.3.3 Tape Merge. This program shall merge a single file of a
 
800/1600 bpi, 9-track tape to a common merge tape. The merge
 
program shall write the single file at the end of the merge tape
 
and write three EOF's after the file. Error conditions shall be
 
checked after each read and write. If an error occurs, an error
 
message shall be printed and three EOF's written on the output
 
tape and processing terminated. A summary message indicating
 
total number of files on the merge tape shall be output at termi­
nation.
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2.4 SUPPORT SOFTWARE 
The following support software routines shall be provided. 
Y_ be to 
swapping the position of the bytes in.words in an array. The ad­
dress of the array in which the bytes will be swapped and the word 
length of the array shall be to BSI'iAP in the calling se­
2.4.1 Byte SwappingI_ ,ASW). BWAP shall provided allow 
passed r 
quence. BSWAP shall swap the bytes in each word in the array, 
beginning with the first word in the input. The byte-swapped 
words shall be stored in an output array whose address is passed 
to BSWAP. 
2.4., Bte Arrav Move from Packed Array (BMOV) . MOV is an as­
sembly language rout.ine which shall be provided to unpac.k dat a 
from one array (two bytes per word) into another array (one byte 
per word). -he des ination array must be dimensioned twice the 
source array. ,he high order hyte of each word in the desti:a 
tion array shall he cleared. The number of bytes to be unpacked 
shall be an even num)er. 
2.4.3 Byte Array Move from Unpa ke Array ('MNOV). l'.OV is an 
assembly I angwage rowt ,ahe .r'viutt.bic.i,.:"e) to pack data 
from one array (one byte per word) into another array (two bytes 
per word). The number of 'tes to he packed shall be an even 
number. The dimensiton of the source array mst be twice that of 
the destination array. 
2.4.4 Array Move (A.V ). AVO; is an assembly language routine 
which shall t the of ofrodedacilitateV moving blocks 
data very raridly. The input pa.:arie;vrs to A,V siail be the 
source array, the dost i na:hon array, and the number of words to 
be moved. 
2.4.5 Zeros Array (ZROV). ZERO is an assembly language routine 
which shal 1bie provided to zero an array. he reutine shall 
accept a starting address and a coun N. ZERO shall set to zero 
the N 16-bit words beginning at ;he tarting address. To clear 
a real array, N must be twice the nunber of real values to be 
cleared. 
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2.4.6 Bit Extraction (IFLD). IFL) shall extract the desired
 
bit string given the starting bit number, the number of bits to 
extract, and the 16-bit word to be accessed. The bits shall be 
numbered 0 through 15, counting left to right. The funct ion 
result shall be returned t right-justified, and remaining bits set 
to 0. 
2.4.7 	 Bit Insertion (ISET). IST shall be used to set bit 
TTFo-f-_ The requiredstrings 'nto a - - user shal! be to pass 
the starting bit number and the number of bits to set in a given 
word. SET shall: be a fu1c rion'. sub routine and s;hall not alter the 
contents of the calling arguments. 
2.4.8 Julian Calendar !)ate Conversion (.JATE). JDATE shall pro­
vide data conversion wnI,.i gives the user thre eptions or con­
version. These options are: 
* 	 Input a Julian date and output the Gregorian date and the 
.Julian day of the year 
* 	 Input a Gregorian date and o:tput the Julian date and the 
Julian day of the year 
* 	 Input the Julian day of the year and the Gregorian year and 
output the Julian, date and the Gregorian ranth an a 
2.4. 9 Formatted Tape :M). Tape dumps sha]' he provi ded to 
dump the fo]lowing tapes: 
o Classification and Mensuration Subsystem (CA14S)/CAS inter­
face tape
 
* 	 CAMS in:put tape 
* 	 Yield Estimation Subsystem (YIS) iniput tape 
* 	 Data Acquisition, Prep rc.cessing, an: Transmission Sub system 
(!)APTS) input tape. 
The user shall have the capnbili:v to select specific records and/ 
or files on the input tape. 
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2.4. 10 Matrix fu Itipii cat ion (,MAT.UI,). MAThIJI. shall provide 
the capability to mutiply an array whose dineiasion is defined 
on input times another variably d'mensioned matrix or vector. 
The routtine shall compute any one of the following,depending on 
an option indicator: 
" MATRIX * VECTOR 
* MATRIX TRANSPOSE * VE(TOR 
* MATRIX * MATRIX 
* MATRIX TRANSPOSE * MATRIX 
* MATRIX * MATRIX TRANSPOSE 
* MATRIX TRANSPOSE * MATRIX TRANSPOSE. 
Inputs to MAtIML shall be: 
* Input MATRICES (2) or MATRIX and VECTOR
 
* Output MATRIX or vector loca tion 
* Option code indicator.
 
2.4.11 Statistical Error Fujl:tion (E). ER is a routine wnich 
shall be prvided to aIrox:matc the statistical error function 
that is mathematically defined as: 
erf (x - z2 
2.4.12 Matrax Invrsion (.!AI'NV). MATINV is a routine which 
shall be provided to etermine the inverse of an N'N matrix M 
for N .,0. The inverse matrix, M', is defina such that 
M -1 I 
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where I = the identity matrix 
100. .0
 
01 0 . 0
 
00 . 0 
2.4.13 Conversions (A2EBCD/EBCD2A). A2EBCD and EBCD2A are con­
version routines which shall provide conversion from ASCII code
 
to EBCDIC code and vice versa. The routines shall have the follow­
ing calling-parameters:
 
* Input array to be converted
 
* Output array that has been converted
 
a Number of characters to be converted (INPUT and OUTPUT)
 
* Status of the conversion (error detection).
 
2.4.14 Metric/USA Conversion. Metric/USA units conversion shall 
be accomplished by multiplication with standard conversion con­
stants. The following is a list of the conversion constants. 
1 Acre = 0.40468564 Hectares 
1Hectare = 2.4710538 Acres 
1 Bushel (wheat) = 0.02721552 Metric Tons 
1 Metric Ton = 36.743740 Bushels 
1 Bushel/Acre = 0.67251015 Quintals/Hectare
 
1 Quintal/Hectare = 1.4869664 Bushels/Acre
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SECTION 3
 
CAS APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE 
3.1 GENERAL 
The CAS applications software shall provide the capability for 
area, yield, and production estimates with standard statistics 
for spring and winter wheat for each stratum, :one, region, and 
country in the LACIF-. Also, the appli cation. software shall be 
capable of generating reports of area, yield, and production 
estimates and statistics. Units for all computed parameters 
shall be in the metric system of measurement. 
The software shall support batch or interactive operations by the 
CAS analyst. The analyst shall have the capability to permanently 
redefine the correlation between the elements of: the sampling 
strategy hierarchy for region membership only. 
3. 2 AREA ESTIMATION AN) AG(RE(;ATION 
The area applications software shall calculate area estimates and 
standard statistics from the input data (paragrap- 4. The 
area estimates and variances shall be aggregated to the level 
specified by 'he process specification paraetrrs (paragraph 
3.2.3.3). T.he area and statistical inf-ormation hall be output 
(paragraph 3.2.5) as requested in standard repert formats. 
3.2.1 Area Estimates. Whea: area estimation shall be perfored 
at each defined area level of each country. Separate estimates 
shall be performed for spring and winter wheat. 
The lowest subdivision (base level) of a country shall be either 
strata or s...st.rata in all cases. Each of th elements of. the 
base level shall be ciassil"2d into one of three possible groups: 
* Group I Stratified 
* Group II -Probability-Proportior.ai - to- Size (111S 
* Group [II Ratio. 
The PPS group shall exist only if the base level is the sub strata 
level. 
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3.2.1.1 Stratified Substrata/Strata. Stratified area estimation 
shall be performed on a base level of substrata (or strata) ele­
ments. The wheat area est imate shaIIe CalcuIated hv the fIIlow­
ing equations: 
ljk jkjk/Bj - jKi 
*j Aljk (2) 
k=l 
Where: 
A Combined estimaze of all ';ro p I subelements (substratalj or strata) in the Jh strata 
LI Number of Group I subelcmnts for which classification 
data is available 
A Estimate of the k: h ';roup I sabelenent (substrata or
strata) in the :t strata 
N k Number of agricultural segments (after excl'sion) in5 the kth subele:nent in the -: strata 
NIkj Number of samnle segments for which classification datais; avai abIe, in the t subelenent in the jfh strata 
Rjk Ratio of the true stbe1enent area to the gross pseudo
subelenen! (before exclusion) area 
A.. Estimatea 'hear area in hectares for the it;h sample
' segmiient irn the kh subelcment in the j h strata. 
An sue nerts for wh:cn no classificar ion data is avail able 
shall be ac-ounted for by the Group i1 es ti.mator. 
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3.2.1.2 ProbabiIitv-ProvortionaI-.to-Size (PPS) Substrata. ITS 
area estimates shall be computed for tl.e group of elements w:thin 
a strata that -is aeas PP elements. The wheat area 
estimate shall he calculated using the following equation: 
.
 
A2j = 1/M. Rj. (W. /w A. N. 
Zj jkj k j k ik 
Where
 
Aj- Ajki since only one sample segment may be allocated to

:k any PI'S suhelement
 
W k Epoch year wheat area for the kt: subelement in the PTS 
kN group of the jth stratum 
j
W.1 " 

M125 Number of sample segments in the PI'S grotup of elements 
i for which classification data are available 
1.2 - Number of P'S substrata in j:: strata 
Njk Ajki' an(I Rjk are as previcusly defined. 
3 2.1.3 lotal Strata Area Estinae. The wheat area estimate of 
each strata sha'.l he computed as the sum of the ,roup ,Grouo II, 
and Group Ill czormponent (st i:nates which co-.mrise the strata. 
The (roup ',I* component shal not be individually co.:,ted , 
shall be accounted for in tie ratio estmnatOr. for the strata as 
presented in.the paragraph 3.2.1.4. 
A. n Alj * A?. * A (0) 
If the strata does not contain a ,roup IIl elemen , the sum of 
the Group I and Group II components shall define the strata 
estimate. 
A. -Aj * A,.CSj lj 3 J 
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3.2.1., Ratio Substrata/Strata. The area estimate for each 
stratum containing a Group ITI clement shall be selected fron 
one or more candidate estimates according to a minimum variance 
logic. Each of the candidate estimates shall be computed fro:, 
a common a!gorith . input data sets.which employs different An 
estimate shall he conputed for eac:h. h-erarchical level element 
that contains the Group !I! element and also contains one or 
more observations.
 
Thus if the j-.h stratum contains observations and a Group If! 
substrata, belongs to the L:3: zone, -nt region, and nt:A countrv, 
then four variance estimates shall be computed using the four 
hierarchical spaces that contain the t:-. strata. 
1 " A n' V A n) I A n ' V'(A n I'n ' j 
%(A; f[A V (AU A 2?i] 
(Aj ), V(A 5L) and \" j) are similarly defined over the m, 
t, and j spaces, respectively 
Where:
 
V(An) 	 Variance of the area estimate for the j,- strata 
computed from data belonging to the space n 
A r 	 Area estinate of a roup I elemert belonging to space 
nn 
,f AInV (A1 ) 	 Variance 
I 1 .istoricalwheat area data of A\ 
A n 
 . n .. .Ai
 
A, V(A, ), and ,'. arc imilni-> defined
 
P toistoricalJs wheat area da *a for the G r 1I cmo, p onent 
of the 5th strata. 
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Variance estimates at the zone, region, and country levels may
 
also be computed from spaces of which they are elements.
 
V(AZn) V(A,); V(A.) Zone level
 
V(Am); V(AM) - Region level
 
V(A n) Country level
 
These variances are not an output but shall be used to select the 
strata estimate space.
 
The strata estimate space (s) shall correspond to either the strata 
(j), the zone (t), the region (m), or the country (n) as determined 
by the following logic: 
If V(At Z) > Yici V(A), then s - j 
. 
.)If V(A\ > y:~ \WA. ' th2s. 
n
ifnm;>Y& M ) , then s ­( Z 
If V(A ) > Ym n m ) then s -
Otherwise s - n 
Once the strata estimate space (s) has beer chosen, both the area 
estimate and the variance estimate can be established. 
A.sA. ' 
.1 3
 
- V(A.)V(A.) 
Exact equations for the strata estimates are: 
Aj A * A 2. J r.S(AlI A2 (6) 
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Where:
 
r = 	 Ew 3J/(EW S+EW 2) 
W = 	 Historical wheat area of a Group I element belonging 
to s for the epoch year data 
W2s = Historical wheat area of a Group II element belonging
 
to s for the epoch year data
 
W3 = 	Historical wheat area of a Group III element belonging 
to strata j for the epoch year data. 
3.2.1.5 Selection Criteria for Classification Results. Classi­
fication results shall be rated on a scale of 0 to 15, with the
 
higher numbers representing the best results. A threshold number
 
can be specified, and the most recent classification results
 
which are equal to or greater than this threshold value shall be
 
used for area estimations. Other threshold criteria, as spec­
ified 	in paragraph 3.2.3.3, shall be evaluated in the selection
 
process.
 
3.2.1.6 Dynamic Regrouping of Group III Substrata/Strata. Each
 
stratified base level element and each PPS-element group shall be
 
dynamically and temporarily redesignated as Group III elements if
 
no classification data is available for that element. However,
 
if at least one sample segment classification is available, then
 
the area for that element shall be computed according to the
 
nominal grouping of the element.
 
3.2.2 Standard Statistics. The standard statistics for area
 
estimation and aggregation are composed of standard deviation (a),
 
coefficient of variation (CV), 90 percent confidence limits CCL), 
and probability of achieving 10 percent error or less (0). Each 
statistic is a function of variance (V) as follows: 
as5 =(7) 
Where s = Any area element
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CV s aA s (8) 
Where A - Area estimate of the sth clementS 
(1.s A + (1.64S) aS S 
Cl.s - A - (1.6,15) a (9) 
R- orE C/i! /IC (10)
S S 
Where: 
erE (014r2) - Error function associated with normal probability 
curve 
A Standard ized random variable
 
3.2.2.1 Stratified Area Est;iate Variance. The variance of
 
wheat area for stratfIie; (Crout. I) estimates is given by:
 
Var(A1 ) - Vi - ( -f ) k . ... 
Where: 
l - Number (.f:(roup I elements for which classification data 
is ava i13h i the jA;: srata 
fjk - Mk/N .. 
Rjk Ratio of the true elenent area to the gross pseudo cle­
ment (before exclusion) area for the kt%. element of the 
jt; strata 
JNj Number of agricul tural segments (after cxclusion) in the 
'k.k:element nf the jth strata
 
1.4k Number of sample segrents fer which classification dataK is available in. the krh clement of the jh strata 
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Mijk 
 2n
 
/Mjk o if SC = 0
 
S jk2or
 
S.3M MJk - 2 SCn 
(Mjk-l) Z (Ajki-Ajk) if 1 (12) 
IS 22 	 2 2
 
if Sjk > C12/4, then Sjk = C1 2/4.
 
C1 	 = Number of hectares per sample segment
 
Ajk i 	 = Estimated wheat area (in hectares) for the ith sample

segment, kth element of the jth strata
 
Ajk 	 = Mean wheat area for the sample segments in the kth

element of the jth strata
 
SC1 
n 
= System constant for country n 
= 0 for countries with detailed historical data (e.g., 
United States, Canada, Australia) 
0 for other countries. 
2 2 -I 
a = 2 = [C] D (the bar below a symbol implies ajki 	 [Ck
 
vector)
 
[C] = An H x H matrix (SC2 ! H s 50) whose elements are: 
- IC.i 	 [ 1 X. T (XTx) Xi]2 ; i = 1,2,...,H 
C = 	 [X T (xTx)- Xh]; i 1,2,...,Hi1-	 h = 1,2,...,H 
i h 
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SC2 = System constant designating the minimum num­
ber of sample segments over which to perform
 
a regression. The nominal value for SC2 will
 
be 10.
 
Li
 
H = M2 j + E Mjk 
k=l
 
If H < SC2 , the computations are done at the
 
next highest level where the number of sample
 
segments with classification data SC2.
 
M2j = Number of sample segments in the PPS
 
group of elements for which classifica­
tion data are available.
 
H is the total number of sample segments
 
(stratified and PPS for which classi­
fication data is available in the small­
est space containing the H observations).
 
=An H x 2 matrix
 
1, xI x 
-
2TI, X2 
-2
 
* xTi 
H
1, XH 

Xki 
 Wk/(NkRk) for i =1,2,..., JMk
 
k = Epoch year wheat area for the kth
 
substrata in hectares
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[d12, d2 ... , dH2D 

d =A 
-XS
 
--(xx)-IxTACXT -1J
 
A jki 
3.2.2.2 PPS Area Estimate Variance. The variance of wheat area
 
•for PPS (Group II) estimates is given by:
 
Var (A2j) = U2j (13) 
Where: 
2 2-N a 2 + V-.V L2 Rk P)
2j = Rk [I/(v2j jk jk2jk j 2j 
k=l
 
L2-1 L2 (fy)ji
 
V2 = (Hi -jil-Ejii ) [Wji 
/ ]Y)i- [Wj i J2 (14) 
V2j- 0 if only 1 year of historical data is available
 
Pjk~jk= ~w(EY)/W. (BY)][Wjk 3E)/E) 
 
ITji = M2jP Pji = [Wji (EY)iw (EY)]
 
Hji" = M2jPji'; Pji" = [Wji(EY)/w. (BY)]
 
EY - epoch year historical data
 
/EY - the most recent year that is not the epoch year
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w ~ 12 l CEY)(* I y 
- ... 
'i "j ji 
22 
- [2j -1)! Ti(m2 1.2f~ 
2j E: j 
" :: ' ) 2 + ji1j 2) t"'
[3 ,. "'j (mj 
2 . 3 3 2 2 
Zj. i"ji"~ - I~ 
3 1 2 2) 2 
I2Mjr %',% 2 2(2 j 
" 2j (2j 
- i,(., :
Ifo2 (:1 2 the j i / Wher e C 
2 tion 12 or PS sub tra tnt ase gm! r )r 
jke2 j " r I)q subtrata without a sgmen. 
L 
2. 
 2 c 2 number o 
hectares per sample segment.
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E (Z jhXjh) (1/H) ZhZ j h] 
=
)2j H l h=1 H (SC2 H 50) 
Z Xjhj
2 (l/H)E (Xjh) 
h=1 h=
 
HH 
XJ h = (1/H) hl jh - (Y2j/H) L (SC 2 H i 50) 
Zjh = iog e ( a j h 2 
Xjh = POgepjh + £oge(l-pjh) 
Pjh = [Wjh(EY)/Njh] for each sample segment h in the
 
jth strata
 
Xjk Xjh for PPS subelements.
 
If H < SC2 , the computations are done at the next highest level
 
where the number of sample segments with classification data,
 
H SC2.
 
3.2.2.3 Total Strata Area Estimate Variance. The variance of
 
the wheat area estimate of each strata that does not contain a
 
Group III element shall be the sum of the Group I and Group II
 
variance components.
 
Vj =V lj + V 2j (15)
 
If the strata contains a Group III element that is independent
 
of the Group I and Group II components, the strata variance
 
estimate shall be defined by the 
sum of the Group I, Group II,
 
and Group III components.
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V = V 1j 2j v 3j  (16) 
Otherwise, if the strata contains a Group III element that is
 
dependent. upon the Group I and Group iI components of the strata, 
the Group III component is not individually co.lpited, but shall 
be accounted for in the total strata variance computations in 
paragraph 3.2.2.4.
 
3.2.2.4 Ratio Area Estimate Variance. There are three categories 
into which the Group IIi data may fail, each producing a uniquely 
determined variance estimate for the strata. The first category 
shall inchde that Group III data which was estimated from the 
Group I and Group II elements within the strata. The second 
category shall include that Group III data which was estimated 
from all the Group I and Grouap !I cata withir. some space (zone, 
region, or country) as well as the Group I and Group ii data 
within the strata. The third' category shall consist of Group :I 
data that was estimated from all the Group I and Group II data 
within some space (s) but no Group I or Group II data within the 
strata.
 
A. Category 1. Within Strata Variance: 
)V(Aj -- . 
and
 
2 ) 2 
v. (v 1 .Vi *2 2(A .*A .)2 0. (17) 
Where:
 
Vlj - Group I area estimate variance for the j±h strata 
V2j - Group I1 area estimate variance for the jth strata 
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Aij = Group I area estimate for the jth strata
 
A = Group II area estimate for the jth strata
 
2j
 
2 (/m) E (rVJ+l) 2
 
V=1
 
(r - if m 22 = [l/Qn-1)] 1 
a. 	 v=1
3 
- 0 if m= 1 
m = number of years available 
[W (zw 1IJ+Ew23 ) for the -vth year 
m
 
F-J = (1/m) E r
 
V=
 
The superscripts imply "computed from data belonging to
 
that space."
 
B. 	Category 2. Between Space Variance:
 
V(A s) _ V.
 
and
 
Vi = (VIj+V2j) + 2(AIS+A2S ) 2 (a s)2 
+ (V 1 s+V2 s ) ( s)2 + 2(V.j+V2 j) 	 T (18) 
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Where: 
s s )V(A IVIs 

-
V(A 2 )v2 

Q s)2 = (1/M) s 2 
2 = []/(M-1)) (r - s if M 2 
0 if Mn- I 
= (/M) rV 
*Thespace (s) ir.c2udes all data within the level from which 
Group II estimate was obtained (i.e., zone, region, country). 
C. Cate or 3. Without Strata Variance:
 
V(A s) V .
 
and
 
(SV s s2 s~ s 2
 
'- 
V. = 1 V75 M) * 2( I - (19) 
The space (s) incl!es a1 l1 data within the level from, 
which the Group III estimate was obtained (i.e., zone,
 
region, country) excluding the strata in question.
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3.2.3 Aggregation Control Logic. Sprir.g and winter wheat area 
estimates at the strata level shall be aggregated separately to 
the zone, region, or country level based upon user request. The 
associated variance of the area estimates shall be aggregated 
along with each area estimate. 
The total wheat area estimate and the associated variance shall 
be computed as the sum of the spring and winter wheat components 
of the estimates for a given crop year (CY). 
ATOTAL, CY ASPRIN(;, CY + AWl;IN'T, CY (20) 
V -VSPI(, * V ITR(21)TOTAL, CY SPRING, CY WINTER, CY 
The standard statistics associated with a total wheat area estimate 
shall be computed as defined in paragraph 3.2.2 from the total 
variance estimate. 
3.2.3.1 Area ga.gregat,,ior. to the Zone, Region, ap) Cportr_ Levels 
for aSring/Winter Cro2 Spring and winter har:t e 
for a zone level eiement shall be o"taire" through aggrega ion 
of the area strata within the one element of the appropriate crop 
type. The aggregation follows similarly for each element in the 
region and country leve s. The corri.t at ion ,sedi for the area 
estimate aggregation shall be as follows for both spring and win­
ter wheat crop. 
A. Area listimate at Zone Level: 
7
 
An A (22) 
j-1
 
Where: 
n - Number of strata in the Z0" zone, th region, 
nth country 
A *- Area estimate of the jth strata, ,h zone, nm ;: 
ntJ region, nvh country. 
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B. 	Area Estimate at Region Level:
 
nR
 
Anm 	- An (23) 
i=1
 
Where:
 
nR = Number of zones in the mth region, n: country. 
C. 	Area lEstimate at Country Level:
 
r
 
C
 
A 2: Ann (24)
 
m=1
 
Where:
 
nC = Number of regions in the ntrS country.
 
The area aggregation for the spring and winter wheat crops shall
 
be performed separately.
 
3.2.3.2 Variance Aggre ation. The estimate of error "variance)
 
associated with each area estinate at the strata level shall be
 
aggregated in parallel with each area estimate aggregation so that
 
there is a variance associated with each estimate at all hierarchi­
cal levels. The associated variance shall be used to compute the
 
standard statistics as defined in paragraph 3.2.2 at each hier­
archical level.
 
A. 	Variance Aggregation to the Zone Level. The variance 
oTFhestrata- area sti ate shall be aggregated to the 
zone level in one of two ways depending upon the existence 
and source of Greup !II data. :f there is at least one 
strata within the zone in quest ion that has a Group III 
element which was estimated from region or country data, 
then the variance of the area estimate of the zone shall 
be calculated as follows: 
V(Anm
Z nmZ
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and 
H
 
Vs 2 s 2( 2 3 2
 
tmi jm , z t t;
 
* 2(Alt 2 t ) ) 	 (25) 
Where:
 
sl : 	 Space containing all the Group I and Group !I 
elements within the Z';: 'one and Croupall III 
elements that were not estimated by a region 
or country ratio (i.e., 'reduced zone') 
s2 r 	 Space containing all strata within the Xth zon 
except the t:h strata (i.e., that strata being
est inaredJ)
 
s3 	 Space cortaining ;111 Group I and Group NI ele­
ments not in the .r;; zone but within the level(rmth regio: or n.-; country, from which the 
(rou ill 	el ecr.t in the z 1.. strata was esti­
mated
 
Vnmi Variance of the 're.dued Tone' (s ) of the 
,it zone, mth region, nt;i country 
ast 	 Number of Group II elements .; ithin the Lthk 
zoe that wer. es t:matcd from data outside 
the zt;: zone 
V 2 .	 Variance of A± 2 
v2,	 Variance o A2, t st 
.s3 2 	 sr3 2 
t ) (1/r) r 
m= 	 Number of years of historical data ava-­
able 
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s3 '(	 ,
I I3.ws3) 
rv t [ 3 ( 1 )] for v't year 
s2
 
A s Group ! area estimates from the space s2 (dues
1,t not contain the t)h strata)
 
A s2 . Group Ii area estimates from the space s2 (does
 
not contair tie t,;k strata)
 
>i 2 
1 -	 ) if m ! 2-3_ 

s3 	 (r
 
t 
The term V is obtained as follows:
nfl. 
I. If
 
3	 ' t
 t 	 "" L2t c| 
tc.1 tiE2 
Whe re
 
bystem constant scale iactor
F 	 S (default 
1:1 	 Space contain':ng Group !I' elements estimated
 
from within the Z,;: zone
 
1:2 	 Space containing r;rcup !'I element. estimated 
from without the Z-': zone 
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si
 
Vnm-
Ni 

2. If
 
Then 
sVnm£ 

iWhe r e:
 
,; 

V2,nmz 
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N I1S
 
Vnmt E Vnmr j (26) 
j-I
 
Variance of the area estimate in the j59:
strata of the space sl in the t 9: zone, 
rnh region, nth country 
Number of strata in the 'reduced zone"
 
(space sl).
 
E t 
W 
 < F 
 W3
 
tEE2 tC..2
 
(V11,nn?.Slnv2.. ,nmi sV (sl 2 
si si ' sI)2
 
+ 2(A1 ,nm *A2,nmt 2 (a (27) 
(ro,,
r I variance of the 'reduced zone'(space s!) t:h zone, mrh region, i:r 
conttrv
 
Similar Gro.p 1I variance
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"l~nmsi = Group I area estimate of the 'reduced
 
zone' (space sl) of the Pth zone, mth
 
region, nth country
 
A 2 sl = Similar Group II area estimate
 
A2,nmZ
 
s 2 	 Cr si 2
(tl) = (1/m) E (r +l2 
V=1
 
m- sl 
_sl.2 
= [1/(m-l)] C(r -rF% if m 2 
2(asl 

= 0 if 	m = 1 
l
rVs (W3sl)/(wl"l+w2sl)
 
s sm sl
 
Ts (1/m) Ei r . 
Otherwise, if there are no Group III elements within the
 
zone that were estimated based upon data from outside the
 
zone, the variance of the area estimate of the zone shall
 
be calculated as follows:
 
N2
 
nm tj
Vnmz = 	Z (28) 
:1=1 
Where:
 
V.nmj = Variance of the area estimate of the jth strata,
 
£th zone, mth region, nth country
 
N2 = Number of strata in the Zth zone, mth region,
 
nth country.
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B. 	Variance Aggresatior. to the Reion and Ccuntr.' Levels. 
The variance aggregation to the region and country levels 
shall he performed as follows: 
1. 	For variance at the region level:
 
n)R

V - " v (29)
 
nm E In iik-I
 
2. 	For variance at the country level;
 
rC
 
Vn = E Vnm 	 (30)
 
The between zone variance comporent shall be considered 
as negligib'le. 
3.2.3.3 Process Speci, -ation Parameters. Program parameters 
shall be enerT--hic will govern th processing perftormed and 
the outputs generated. The follow,ing subsections cefine the pro­
gram parameters which may be entered interactively or in batch 
mode.
 
A. 	Country. One of the LACIE countries must be selected.
 
B. 	 Srring/Winter/Total. A designation of the crop type 
(spring/winter/total) shall be required to identify the
 
desired processing,.
 
C. 	Crop Year. The crop year of data to be processed must be 
sp'c iTid . 
D. 	Level/Element . Both the hierarchical level (strata, :one, 
region, country) to which aggregation is to be perforncd 
and the specific elerent within that level :for which 
aggregation is to be per crrl.a must be spec if i ed. 
E. 	Classification Resul ts Criteria. A threshold level of
 
classification results may he entered (range 0-15).
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F. 	 Individual/roto Repnrt. Output of results may be an 
individual report for the highest level of aggregation or 
a group of reports for the highest level of aggregation 
and all interim aggregations. 
G. 	Data Sujjressiojn _.ug. Optional suppression of the 
supportive and historical report data from being output 
may be requested. If no specification is made, the de­
fault of no suppression shall be assumed. 
H. 	Output Devic(s5). The CAS line printer, CRT, or a magnetic 
tape may be designated as an output device for report pur­
poses.
 
I. 	 Bi.stage Threshold. This entry shall define the upper 
level amc lcwer level cA the biological stage(s) of the 
crop within a crop year for the data to be processed. 
J. 	 Acouisition Date Threshold. This entry shall define the 
upper level and lo'Wer level of the acq.uisition date(s) 
within a crop year of the 1.ANDSAT data to be processed. 
3.2.4 Input Recquirenent s. Input data necessary to support the 
area estimation, aggregation, and rerort-rg requirements sha:l 
consist of historical data, classification data, and allocation 
data. 
3.2.4.1 Classification Data. The folowi.g data shall he reqwirc: 
* Esttimat ed whea! area per samp'e segment in hectares 
* Sample segment identificatic number 
* Percentage classified as wheat 
* Percentage classified as other 
* Percentage class:fied as uniden:ifiable 
* Percentage thresholded 
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* 	Identification as spring or winter wheat sample segment 
* 	Biological stage of each acquisition 
* 	Date of LANI)SAT acqwtisition(s) 
* 	Date of classification
 
* 	Classification evaluation code
 
" 	 Cr-p year 
* 	 Number of acquisitions used in classification. 
3.2.4.2 Historical Data. The following historical data shall be 
required: Spring ai;','winter historical wheat area for the !ast 
15 years for each substrata/strata, zone, region, and country. 
One of the IS years must be the epoch year for each 2ountry. 
3.2.4.3 Allocation Data. The CAS data base shall require the 
following data to support the CAS estimation and aggregation 
formulations. 
A. For the lowest hierarchical element of each country: 
* 	 Identification nurer 
* 	 Number of agricultural segments 
* 	 Noninal allocation of element Group i, !1, or III 
* 	 Number and iden:ification, o: sample segments allocated 
to the e!ment 
* 	 Ratio of true element area to gross pseudo-element area 
* 	 Indicator of ;,"n:ether spring, winter, or b)oth spring and 
winter wheat is grown in the element. 
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B. For each LACIE country:
 
* 	 Identification and correlation of hierarchical elenents 
(regions, zones, strata, substrata)
 
* 	Indicator of density of historical data (bilevel)
 
* 	Identification of epoch year data (data used in the
 
allocation process).
 
3.2.S Output Requ irene:ts. The wheat area estimates and st.andard 
statistics at the base levey and succeeding levels as a result of 
area aggregation shafl be stored for future reference and reporte: 
to the output device(s). 
3.2.S.l _cr:_,_ene ration. The area estl:mates and standard 
statistics on the strata, zone, region, ;i( country levels shall 
be available for presentation in conjunction with historical data 
for all elements within the requested aggregation level. These 
reports may be generated on a batch device and/or CRT terminal. 
The contents for area estimate reports are spec"fied in paragraph 
3..S . In addition, auxi Wary reports may be generated conta i nh. 
substrata area estimate information. 
3.2.5.2 Results Storage. Interim storage o:w%,neatarea estimates 
and associated var.ancus at the strata level shall be done for 
use by the wheat prcdtc-tier processing phase. 
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3.3 YIELD ESTIMATION
 
Yield estimates, along with their associated variances, shall be
 
given at the strata level for all strata. The yield estimate for
 
any higher element in the hierarchy shall be computed from the
 
area and production estimates for that element. These yield esti­
mates, along with the associated historical and statistical infor­
mation, shall be output as requested in standard report formats.
 
The input data.shall consist of wheat area and production esti­
mates, yield data, historical data, and allocation data. The
 
output reports shall contain yield estimates with statistics as
 
specified in paragraph 3.3.5.
 
3.3.1 Yield Estimates. Wheat yield estimation shall be computed
 
at the zone, region, and country levels for each LACIE country
 
as requested. Separate estimates shall be performed for the
 
spring and winter wheat crop, while no total wheat yield estimate
 
is produced.
 
3.3.1.1 Yield Estimates at Strata Level. Yield estimates shall
 
not be computed at the strata level since these data are provided
 
monthly by the Yield Estimation Subsystem (YES). These estimates
 
shall be used in production estimate and variance computations on
 
the strata level (paragraphs 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.2.1) and shall be
 
reported unchanged.
 
3.3.1.2 Yield Estimates at Zone, Region, and Country Levels. The
 
yield estimates for each element (e) within the zone, region,and
 
country levels shall be computed as follows:
 
Ye = Pe/Ae (31)
 
Where:
 
e = Any zone, region, or country
 
A = Area estimate for element e
 
e
 
P = Production estimate for element e (as defined in paragraph
 
,3.4).
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3.3.2 Standard Statistics. The standard statistics for yield 
estimation are composed of standard deviation Ci) , coefficient of 
variation (CV), 90 percent confidence limits (CI,), and probability 
of achieving less than 10 percent error (ii). Each statistic is 
a function of variance V 'as follows: 
o =.iWV (32) 
S 
Where s Any area element.
 
CV /Y (33) 
Where Y Yield estimate of the sth element.S 
CL - s (1.645) d 
' 
CL Y - (1.645) 0S (34)(34) 
s err (1t/, i'1/(CV (35) 
Where: 
erf (6/-,Q) Error function associated with the normal prob­
abilitv curve
 
Standardized random variable. 
3..'3.2.1 Yield l.stirrat. Varia)ce at Strata Level. The variance 
of the Viel-d--stimats at the strata cvc are not coniputcd since 
these data shall be provided monti:ly by the Yield Estimation Sub­
system (YES). These estimates ha" be used in produtcion vari­
ance computations o. the strata level (paragraph 3.4.2.1) and are 
reported unchanged. 
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3.3.2.2 Yield Estimate Variance at Zone, Region, and Country
 
Levels. The variance estimate associated with each element (e)
 
above the strata level is computed as follows:
 
LL 	 L ) 
2 Z V(Pej) Z V(Aj) a [Yej V(A ej]e LP (2'A LAV(Y) e j1l + L . -2 	 (36)(f Pej) ( 	 ( Ae)(ej) 	 ZPe)
 
j=l j=l 	 l
 
-Where:
 
Y = Yield estimate for element e
 
e 
L = Number of strata (j) within the area element e
 
P-ej = Production estimate of the jth strata in element e
 
V(Pej = Variance of Pej (as defined in paragraph 3.4.2.1)
 
Aej = Area estimate of the jth strata in element e
 
V(A = Variance of A

ej 	 ej
 
Yej = Yield estimate of the jth strata in element e
 
3.3.3 Process Specification Parameters. In order to govern the
 
processing performed and the outputs generated, certain program
 
parameters shall be entered. The following paragraphs define
 
those program parameters.
 
A. 	Country. One of the LACIE countries must be selected.
 
B. 	Spring/Winter. A designation of the crop type (spring/
 
winter) shall be required to identify the desired proc­
essing.
 
C. 	Crop Year. The crop year of data to be processed must be
 
specified.
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D. 	 Level/Element. Both the hierarchical level to which proc­
essing is to be performed and the specific clement to
 
process within that level must be specified.
 
F. 	 Classificat ion Resl ts Criteria. * A threshold level of 
classification results may be entered (range 0-IS). 
F. 	 Individual/,rou, Report . Output of results may he an 
individual repert cr the highest level processed or a 
group of reports for the highest level processed arid all 
subelements of the requested clement. 
G. 	 Data Suppression Fla.. Optional suppression of the sup­
port'ive and historical revert data from being output may 
be requested. If no specification is made, the default 
of no suppression shall be assumed. 
H!. 	 Outnut Device(s). A CRT and/or- batch device may h des­
ignated as an output device for report purposes. 
I. 	 Biosat aje. Lresho I. * This entry shall do fi ne the upper 
level and lower level of the biological stage(s) of the 
crop within a crop )ear for the data to be processed. 
J. 	Acyuisitio:n Iate Threshold.* This entry shall define the
 
upper level and lower level o" the acouisitior date(s)
 
within a cro: year of rhe LAN)SAT data to be processed. 
K. 	 Yield Es: mate :)ate Threshold. Th try shall define 
the up:)er a:nd lower leve1 date , Ai-t 18n a crop year, of 
the yield estimate data at the strata level to be used 
in process ing. 
3. 3.4 In p ut Rcu uir ents. input data necessary to support the 
yield estimation and reporting reuuirements shall consist of 
yield data, historical data, a]location data, ard area and pro­
duction estimate da.a. 
*These parane ters shall be ch'ecked to assure that the associated 
area arid production est irate data are of the same type as thaat
 
requested for the yield estimates.
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3.3.4.1 Yield Data. The following data shall be required at
 
each area strata:
 
* Strata identification number
 
* Spring/winter wheat crop indicator
 
* Acquisition date
 
* Crop year
 
* Yield estimate value for specified wheat crop
 
* Variance of yield estimate for specified wheat crop.
 
3.3.4.2 Historical Data. Spring and winter historical wheat
 
yield for the last 15 years for each strata, zone, region, and
 
country shall be required.
 
3.3.4.3 Allocation Data. Identification and correlation of
 
hierarchical elements (regions, zones, strata) for each LACIE
 
country shall be required.
 
3.3.4.4 Area Production Estimate Data. The following data shall
 
be required for every zone, region, and country element:
 
* Area estimate
 
* Variance of area estimate
 
* Production estimate
 
* Variance of production estimate.
 
These area and production estimates shall have been specified in
 
the same manner as that requested for the yield estimate (para­
graph 3.3.3).
 
3.3.5 Output Requirements. The wheat yield estimates and stand­
ard statistics shall be stored for future reference and reported
 
per request to the output device(s). These estimates shall be
 
presented at the strata level and succeeding levels as a result
 
of yield data processing.
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3.3.S.1 Report Generation. The yield estimates and standard
 
statistics shall be available for presentation in conjunction with 
historical data for a!: elements below the requested processing 
level. These reports may be generated on a magnetic tape, line 
printer, and/or CRT terminal. The contents of the yield estimate 
reports are specified in paragraph 3.5.
 
.3.5.2 Results Storae. Interim storage of wheat yield esti­
mates and associated variances at the strata level shall be done 
for use by the wheat production processing phase. 
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3.4 PRODUCTION ESTIMATION AND AGGREGATION
 
The production applications software shall calculate production 
estimates and standard statistics from the input data (paragraph 
3.4.4). The production estimates and variances shall be aggre­
gated to the level specified by the process specification param­
eters (paragraph 3.4.3.3). The production and statistical informa­
tion shall be output (paragraph 3.4.5) as requested in standard 
report formats. The input data shall consist of area and yield 
estimate data, historical data, and allocation data. 
3.4.1 Production Estimates. Wheat production estimation shall be
 
calculated at the strata level from area and yield estimates.
 
Separate estimates shall be performed for spring and winter wheat.
 
Production estimation shall be performed on a base level of strata
 
elements. The production estimate shall be calculated by the
 
following equation.
 
P. = A.Y. (37)
J J
 
Where:
 
A. = Wheat area in the jth strataJ
 
Y. = Wheat yield in the jth strataJ
 
3.4.2 Standard Statistics. The standard statistics for pro­
duction estimation and aggregation are composed of standard
 
deviation (a), coefficient of variation (CV), 90 percent con­
fidence limits (CL), and probability of < 10 percent error (Q).
 
Each statistic is a function of variance (V) as follows:
 
azs (38) 
Where s Any hierarchical element
 
CVs = as/Ps (39)
 
Where P = Production estimate of the sth element 
s 
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)
CL . P + (1.64S) a 
CL = P (1.645) o 	 (40)
•A S 	 S 
Q- erf (/VT[(1CV)1 	 (41) 
there:
 
erf CG/W) 	 Error function associated with the normal prob­
ability curve 
: Standardized random variable
 
3.4.2.1 Strata Level Production Estimate Variance. The variance 
of wheat production estimates at the strata level is given by: 
V. - V(P.) - ., ) (V(Y.) I I + rv[(Y ) A. 2 (42) 
Where:
 
V(A.) - Variance of wheat area in the j" strata 
V(Y.) Variance of wheat yield in the jth strata
 
A. and Y. are as previously defined.
I I
 
3.4.3 Agregat i n Corot i.o cC. Spring and winter wheat pro­
duction estimates at the strata evel shall he aggregated sep­
arately to the zone, region, or country level based upon user 
request. The asscciated variance of the producicn estimates 
shall be aggregated along with each production estimate. 
The total wheat production estimate and the associate! variance
 
shall be computed as the sum of the spring and winter wheat com­
ponents of the estimates for a given crop year (CY).
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PTOTAL, 	CY PSPRING, CY + WINTER, CY (43) 
VTOAvC , *Y v 	 (44)TOTAL., CY SPRING, CY VWINTER, CY 
The standard statistics associated with a total wheat production 
estimate shall be ccmputec as defined in paragraph 3.4.2 from 
the total variance estimate.
 
3.4.3.1 Production Aggregation to the Zone, Region, and Cor.try 
l'evel S. le
.evels. Sprinag17n h o ,.iwhea t ., csti:nat es for a zone 
level element, shall b.)e obrair'h.roug aggregation of the pro­
duction strata within the zone element of the appropriate crop 
type. The aggregation shall follow similarly for each e ement 
in the region and country levels. The computation used for the 
production estimate aggregation shall he as tollows for both spring 
and winter wheat crops. 
and' wi nt er product. ion 
A. Producti,,n Estimate at the one Level: 
N 
z I' 	 (45)
 
nmL - Pnr.jj-1
 
Where: 
N 	 Number of strata in the ,';: zone, mth region, ne'" 
country 
- Production cimti late of the j-;: strata, ,: zone, 
'nmnj m?, region, nth country 
B. P)roduct ion Estii.-at( at tle Reg ion Level 
NR 
nir E 	 (46) 
Z=1
 
Where: 
N Number of ::ones in the muth region, nth country 
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C. Production Estimate at the Country Level:
 
N 
ZC Pn = n 	 (47) 
m-i
 
Where:
 
Nc = Number of regions in the n-h country 
The production aggregation for the spring and winter wheat crops
 
shall be performed separately.
 
3.4.3.2 Variance Aggregation to the Zone, Region, and Country_ 
Leve ls. The estinate o. error (variance) associated with each 
production estimate at the strata level shall be aggregated in 
parallel with each production estimate aggregation so that there 
is a variance associated with each estimate at all hierarchical 
levels. The associated variance shall be used to compute t he 
standard statistics as defined in paragraph 3.4.2 at cach hier­
archical level.
 
The variance aggregation to the zone, region, and country levels 
shall be perfcrmed as fellows for both spring and winter wheat 
crops. 
A. Production Variance at the Zone Level: 
N 
V (P.miXV"mZ( n t) n tn , (48) 
j-1 
Where: 
N 	 = Number of strata in the L!. zone , mn region,
2 	 nrh country 
VVPnm ) Variance of the production estimate 01the j-,: strata, L;th zone, mth region, nth 
country 
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B. 	 Production Variance at the Region Level: 
(49)%nm = Vnm L 
Z=I
 
Where: 
NR - Number of :ones in the mh region, nth country
 
C. 	 Production Variance at the Countrv L.evel
 
N
CVn E Vn11m (50) 
n 
Where :
 
NC - Number of regions in the nt:h country
 
3.4.3.3 Process _neci i cat in: Paraet ers. The fol lowing para­
graphs define the process specit -.cation parameters which may be 
entered irteractively or in h.atch mode. The -process specification 
parameters shall be used to define the process-ng that is required 
and the output products that are generated. 
A. 	 Country. One of the IACIF countries must be selected. 
B. 	 Spring/Winter/Votal. A designation of the crop type 
(sprinyl/w2 ter/total) shall be required to identify the 
desired processing. 
C. 	 Cro Year. Te crop year of data to be processed must be 
specified. 
1). 	 l.evel/Elemcn:. Both T.he hicrarch:cal level (strata, zone, 
region, countr,- to which aggregaticr. is to be perf-ormed 
and the s:pecifc element w"ihi: that level ftr whi J) 
aggregation is to be perforned rust he specified. 
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E. 	Classification Results Criteria.* A threshold level of
 
classification results may be entered (range 0-1).
 
F. 	Individual/Grou.p Report. Output of results may be an
 
individual report for the highest level of aggregation or
 
a group of reports for the highest level of aggregation
 
and all interim aggregations.
 
G. 	Data Supression :]Hag. Optional suppression of the sup­
portive and historical report data from being output may 
be requested. If no specification is made, the default 
of no suppression shall he assumed. 
If. 	Out/.pt Device(s). A CRT and/or a batch device nay be 
designated as an output device for report purposes. 
*I. 	Biostage ThresholI'. This entry shall define the upper 
level and lower level of the biological stage(s) of the 
crop within a crop year for the data to be processed. 
J. 	 Acqisition Date Threshol.* This entry shall define the 
upper level ,;-d lower level th~e acquisition (ate(s) 
within a crop year o: the !.ANSAT data to be processed. 
K. 	 Yield Est imate Date Threshold.* This entry shall define 
the upper and lower level -ate, within a crop year, of 
-yield 	estimate data at the strata level to" be used in 
processing. 
3.4.4 Injy.t Retui reme.nts. Input data necessary to support the 
production estimation and reporting recuirerients shall consist 
of wheat area data, yield data, historical data, and allocation 
data. 
3.4.4.1 Area and Yield Estimate Data. Wheat area and yield data 
shall be required to compute the production estimates and variances. 
* Thes parameters shal' ".he checked to assure that the associated 
area and yield estinate data are of t:e same type as that re­
quested for the product ion estiates. 
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The area and yield data shall be checked for compliance with the
 
process specification parameters listed in paragraph 3.4.3.3. The
 
following data shall be required:
 
* Estimated area per strata
 
* Estimated yield per strata
 
" Area estimate variance per strata
 
* Yield estimate variance per strata.
 
3.4.4.2 Historical Data. Spring and winter historical wheat
 
production data for the last 15 years for each strata, zone,
 
-region, and country shall be required for report purposes.
 
3;4.4.3 Allocation Data. Production estimation and aggregation
 
shall require data which identifies each LACIE country's hierar­
chical elements (region, zone, strata).
 
3.4.5 Output Requirements. The wheat production estimates and
 
standard statistics at the base level and succeeding levels as
 
a result of production aggregation shall be stored for future
 
reference and reported to the output device(s).
 
3.4.5.1 Report Generation. The production estimates and stand­
ard statistics on the strata, zone, region, and country levls
 
shall be available for presentation in conjunction with histor­
ical data for all elements within the requested aggregation level.
 
These reports may be generated on a batch device and/or CRT ter­
minal. The contents of-the production estimate reports are
 
specified in paragraph 3.5
 
3.4.5.2 Results Storage. Interim storage of wheat production
 
estimates and associated variances at each level shall be done
 
for use by the wheat yield processing phase.
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3.S REPORT DATA REQUIRi.IENTS
 
Reports which were generated through the area, yield, or pro­
duction estimate processing phase may be displayed on the request­
ed output device(s). Theavailable devices are CRT, magnetic
 
tape, and line printer as defined in the System Software Section
 
(section 2). The estimation reports are presented in either
 
metric or USA units based upon user request at input command time
 
(paragraph 2.2.1). Following is a cross-reference of the unit
 
specifications that are presented for each data type. Separate
 
reports shall be generated for spring, winter, and total crop
 
types.
 
)ata Type Metric USA 
Area Hectares Acres
 
Yield Quintals/Fectare Bushels/Acre
 
Production Thousand Metric Tons Thousand Bushels
 
Additional reports containing yield strata data or Worldwide
 
eteorlogical Organization ('10) position data may be output per 
a request at input command time (paragraph 2.2.1). All report 
data that is available in the data base shall be presented in 
each of the report requests. 
3~.1 Spring/Winter/Total Wheat Area Estmat ion Reports. The 
area estimtion reports shall be 'utput as strata, zone, region, 
or country reports. The parameters required for each report are 
specified in the following paragraphs. 
3.5.1.1 Strata. Each strata area estimation report shall consist
 
of the following information:
 
A. Headin, 
1. Strata number
 
2. Crop year
 
3. Units of measure
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4. Thresholds applied on the report data
 
* Minimum classification evaluation code 
* Biological stage range
 
" Acquisition date range
 
S. Associated zone, region, country
 
6. Title
 
7. Spring or winter or total.
 
B. Secur ity. BIock 
1. CAS monthly report date - user input 
2. Date through which maximum protection must be retained 
3. Date through which restricted access must be retained 
4. Date of report generation.
 
C. Area Estimate for Strata 
1. Area estimate of strata
 
2. Estimated standard (eviation 
3. Probability of achieving 10 percent or less error 
4. Coefficient of variation 
s. 90 percent confidence l imits. 
D. Suppor tivre l)ata* 
1. Number of sample segments allocated 
2. Number of sample segments use: in estimate 
3. ID's of sample segments used in estimate. 
*utput if base hie'r'arh-ical evel is strata. 
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E. Supportive Data*
 
1. Number of Group I substrata and ID's
 
2. Number of Group 1I substrata and ID's. 
3. Group I estimate and standard deviation 
4. Group II estimate and standard deviation
 
S. Group III estimate.
 
F. Historical Area Data 
1. Number of years of data
 
2. Maximum area and year 
3. Minimum area and year 
4. Mean area 
5. Standard deviation.
 
G. Commentary - 160 characters of commentary narrative. 
3.-.1.2 Zone. The zone area estimation report shall consist
 
of the following information:
 
A. Heading 
1. Zone number 
2. Crop year 
3. Units of measure 
4. Thresholds applied on the report data
 
* Minimum classificatin evaluation code 
* Biological stage range 
* Acquisition date range 
*Output if base hierarchical level is substrata. 
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.. Associated region and country
 
6. Title
 
7." Spring or winter or total.
 
B. Security Block
 
1. CAS monthly report date - user input
 
2. Date through which maximum protection must be retained
 
3. Date through which restricted access must be retained
 
4. Date of report generation.
 
C. Area Estimate for Zone 
1. Area estimate or zone
 
2. Estimated standard deviation
 
3. Probability of achieving 10 percent or less error
 
4. Coefficient of variation
 
5. 90 perce.nt confidence limits.
 
D. Supportive Dlata (for each stratum in the zone)
 
1. Strata I)
 
2. Area of strata
 
3. Standard deviation of strata
 
I. Ilistorical ata
 
1. Number of years of data 
2. Maximum area an(l year
 
3. Minimun area and year
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4. Mean area 
S. Standard deviation.
 
F. Commentary - 160 .characters of commentary .narrative. 
3.5.1.3 Region. Each region area estimation report shall con­
sist of the following infornaticn: 
A. Heading 
1. Region name
 
2. Crop year
 
3. Units o measure 
4. Thresholds applied on the report data 
* Minimum classification evaluation code 
* Biological stasge range
 
* Acquisition date range 
5. Country
 
6. Title
 
7. Spring or wiflter or total. 
B. Security lQoUck 
1. CAS monthly report (late - user input 
2. Date tirough wlhich maxi mum protec ion rust he retaialned 
3. Date through which restricted access just be retained 
4. Date of report generation. 
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C. Area Estimate for Region
 
1. Area estimate of region
 
2. Estimated staidard deviation
 
3. Probability of a 10 percent or less error 
4. Coefficient of variation
 
S. 90 percent confidence limits.
 
D. Supportive !)ata (for each zone in the region) 
1. Zone N) 
2. Area of zone
 
3. Standard deviation of zone 
E. Historical Data 
1. Number of years of data 
2. Maximum area and year 
3. Minimum area and year 
4. Mean area 
S. Standard deviation 
F. Commentary - 160 characters of commentary narrative. 
3.S.1.4 Coutry. Each country area estimation report shall con­
sist of the follcwing information: 
A. Headi :f 
1. Country ;name 
2. Crop year
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3. Units of measure 
4. Thresholds applied on the report data 
* Minimum classification evaluation code 
* Biological stage range 
* Acquisition date range 
S. Title
 
6. Spring or winter or total.
 
B. Security Block 
I. CAS monthly report date - user input 
2. Date through which maximum prote:tion must be retained 
3. Date through which restricted access must be retained 
4. Date of report generation. 
C. Area Estimate for Count ry 
I. Area estimate of country 
2. Estimated standard deviation 
3. Probability of achieving 10 percent or !ess error 
41. Coefficient of variation 
S. 90 percent confidence limits. 
I1. Suaportiv'e Data (for each region in tihe cou.try) 
1. Region ID
 
2. Area of region
 
.3. Standard deviation of region. 
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F. Historical Data
 
1. Number of years of data
 
2. Maximum area and year 
3. Minimum area and year 
4. Mean area 
S. Standard deviation. 
F. Commentary - 160 characters of commentary narrative. 
3.S.2 S .rinIinter Wheat Yield Estimation Reports. The yield 
estimation results sha: be output as separate spring wheat or 
winter wheat crop reports at the strata, zone, region, or country 
levels. The parameters to be presented in each report are spec­
ified in the following paragraphs. 
3.'.2.1 Strata. -:ach strata yield estimate report shall consist 
of the following infor:nation: 
A. Heading
 
1. Title
 
2. Strata number 
3. Strata name 
4. Zone, region, and country to which the strata belongs 
S. Crop year 
6. Crop type (spring or winter) 
7. Units indicator 
8. Thresholds applied on the report data 
* Minimum classification evaluation code 
* Biological stage range
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* Acquisition date range
 
* Yield estimate acquisition (late range
 
B. 	 Security Block 
1. 	 CAS monthly report date - user input 
2. 	 Date through which maximum protection must be retained 
3. 	 Date through which restricted access must be retained 
4. 	Date of report generation.
 
C. 	 Yield Estimate for Strata 
1. 	 Strata yield estiamate 
2. 	 Standard deviation of yield estimate 
3. 	 Coefficient of variation of yield estimate 
4. 	 Upper and lower confidence limits of yield estimate 
S. 	 Probabili tv of achieving less than 10 percent error 
in yield estimate. 
D. 	 Historical Yield Data 
1. 	Number of years of historical data avai lable 
2. 	 Maximum historical yield for the strata with the associ­
ated year 
3. 	 Minimum historical yieldi for the strata with the assoc;­
ated year 
4. 	 Mean historical yield for the strata 
S. 	 Standard deviation of historical yield. 
E. Commentar - 160 characters of User input commentary. 
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3.5.2.2 Zone. Each zone yield estimate report shall consist of
 
the following information:
 
A. Headin. 
I. Title
 
2. Zone number 
3. Zone name
 
4. Region and country to which the zone belongs 
5. Crop year 
6. Crop type (spring or winter) 
7. Units indicator 
8. Thresholds applied on the report data 
* .ininum classification evaluation code
 
* Biological stage range 
* Acquisition date range
 
* Yield estinate acquisition date range
 
B. Security Block
 
1. CAS monthly report date - user input 
2. Date through which naxirun :rotection must be retained. 
3. Date through which restricted access must be retained 
4. Date of report generation. 
C. Yield Esimate for Zone 
1. Zone yield estimiate
 
2. Standard deviation of yield estimate 
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3. 	 Coefficient of variation of yield estimate
 
4. 	Upper and lower confidence limits of yield estimate
 
S. 	Probability of achieving less than 10 percent error
 
in yield estimate.
 
1). Suppor t-.ve Da-a
 
1. 	Zone area estimate 
2. 	 Zone area standard deviation 
3. 	Date of zone area estimate calculation
 
4. 	Zone production estimate
 
S. 	Zone production standard deviation 
6. Date of zone production estimate calculation.
 
F.. lHistori-cal Yield Data
 
1. 	Number of' years of historical data avai lab]c 
2. 	Maximum h istorical yield for the zone with the associ­
ated year 
3. 	Minimum historical yield for the zone with the associ. 
ated year 
Mean historical vield for the zone 
S. 	 Standard deviation cf historical yield. 
F. 	Commentary - 60 characters of user input commentary 
..5.2.3 Reg o. Each region yield estimate report shall consist
 
of the following information:
 
A. 	Heading.
 
1. 	 Title 
2. 	Region number
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3. 	 Region name 
4. 	Country to which the region belongs
 
S. 	Crop year
 
6. 	Crop type (spring or winter)
 
7. 	Units indicator 
8. 	Thresholds app)lied on the report data 
* Minimum classification evaluation code 
* Biological stage range
 
* Acquisition date range
 
* Yield estimate acquisition (late range. 
B. 	 Securit_ lock 
1. 	CAS nonthly report date -user input 
2. 	 Date through which maximur protectior. must be retained 
3. 	 Date through wh-ich restricted access must be retained 
4. 	Date of report generation. 
C. 	Yield Estimate for Region
 
I. 	 Region yield estimate 
2. 	 Sta:dard de-iation of vieli estimate 
3. 	 Coefficient of variation of yield esti.mate 
4. 	Upper and lower confidence limits of yield estimate 
5. 	 Probability of achieving less than 10 percent error in 
yield estimate. 
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D. upportive Data 
1. Region area estimate
 
2.' Region area standard deviation
 
3. Date of region area estimate calculation
 
4. Region production estimate 
S. Region production standard deviation 
6. Date of region production estimate calculation. 
F. Historical Yield mata 
1. Number of years of historical data available
 
2. Maximum historical yield for the region with the associ­
ated year 
3. Minimum historical yield for the region with the associ­
ated year
 
4. Mean historical yield for the region 
S. Standard deviation of historica! yield. 
F. Cormrentarv - 160 characters of user input commentary. 
3.S.2.4 Count rv. .ac!: LACIE country vield estimate report shall 
consist of the following information: 
A. !lead ijiR 
I. Title
 
2. Country number 
3. Country name 
1. Crop year 
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S. 	Crop type (spring or winter)
 
6. Units indicator
 
7.' Thresholds applied on the report data
 
* Minimum classification evaluation code
 
* Biological stage range
 
" Acquisition date range
 
* Yield estimate acquisition date range.
 
B. 	Security Block
 
1. 	CAS monthly report date - user input 
2. 	Date through which maximum protecticn must he retained
 
3. 	Date through which restricted access must be retained
 
4. 	Date of report generation.
 
C. 	Yield Estimate for (ountry 
1. 	Country yield estimate
 
2. 	Standard deviation of yield estimate
 
3. 	Coefficient of variation of yield estimate
 
4. 	 tipper and lower confidence limits of yield estimate 
S. 	 Probability of achieving less than 10 percent error in
 
yield estimate.
 
D. 	 juport ire Data 
1. 	Country area estimate
 
2. 	Country area standard deviation
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3. 	Date of country area estimate calculation
 
4. 	Country production estimate
 
S. 	Country prodiction standard deviation'
 
6. 	Date of country production estimate calculation.
 
E. 	 Historical Yield Data 
1. 	 Number of years of historical data available 
2. 	 Maximum historical yield for the country with the 
associated year 
3. 	 Minimum historical yield for the country with the 
associated year 
4. 	 Mean historical yield for the country 
S. 	 Standard deviation of historical yield. 
F. Cor.me.ntarv - 160 characters of user input commentary. 
3.S.3 .p' rini/Wir'ter/Total Wheat Proauctic Estimation Reprts. 
The production estiamate results shall be .tutpu as separate 
spring, winter, or total wheat crop relprts at the strata, zone, 
region, or coun try leveis. The parameters to be presented in 
each report are specified in the following paragraphs. 
3.5.3.1 Strata. Each strata production estimate report shall 
consist of the following informaticn: 
A. 	 HeadIng 
1. 	 Title 
2. 	 Strata number 
3. 	Strata name
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4. 	Zone, region, and country to which the strata belongs
 
S. 	Crop year
 
6. 	Crop type (spring, winter, or total)
 
7. 	Units indicator
 
8. 	Thresholds applied on the report data
 
* Minimum classification evaluation code
 
* Biological stage range
 
* Acquisition date range 
* Yield estimate acquisition date range.
 
B. 	Security Block
 
1. 	CAS monthly report late - user input 
2. 	Date through which maximur. protection must be retained
 
3. 	 Date through which restricted access must be retained 
4. 	Date of report generation. 
C. 	 Estimate for Strata 
1. 	Strata production estimate 
2. Standard deviation of production estimate
 
.. Coefficient of variation of .reduction estimate
 
4. 	 Upper and l.ower confidence 'imzts of production estimate 
S. 	 Probab iIi tv of ach iev ing less than 10 percent errcr or. 
production estimate. 
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D. 	Supportive Data
 
1. 	Strata area estimate
 
2. 	Strata area standard deviation
 
3. 	Date of area estimate calculation
 
4. 	Strata yield estimate
 
5. 	Strata yield standard deviation.
 
E. 	Hfistorical Production Data
 
1. 	Number of years of historical data available
 
2. 	Maximum historical production for the strata with the
 
associated year
 
3. 	Minimum historical production for the strata with the
 
associated year
 
4. 	Mean historical production for the strata
 
5. 	Standard deviation of historical production.
 
F. 	Comentary - 160 characters of user input commentary. 
.5.3.2 Zone. Each zone production estimate report shall consist
 
of the following information:
 
A. 	Heading
 
1. 	Title
 
2. 	Zone number
 
3. 	 Zone name
 
4. 	 Region and country to which the zone belongs 
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5. 	Crop year
 
6. 	Crop type (spring, winter, or total)
 
7. 	Units indicator
 
8. 	Thresholds applied on the report data
 
* Minimum classification evaluation code
 
* Biological stage range
 
" Acquisition date range
 
* Yield estimate acquisition date range.
 
B. 	Security Block
 
1. 	CAS monthly report date - user input
 
2. 	Date through which maximum protection must be retained
 
3. 	Date through which restricted access must be retained
 
4. 	Date of report generation.
 
C. 	Estimates for Zone
 
1. 	Zone production estimate
 
2. 	Standard deviation of production estimate
 
3. 	Coefficient of variation of production estimate
 
4. 	Upper and lower confidence limits of production esti­
mate
 
5. 	Probability of achieving less than 10 percent error in
 
production estimate.
 
D. 	Supportive Production Data (for each strata within the zone)
 
1. 	Strata number
 
2. 	Strata name
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3. 	Strata production estimate
 
4. 	Standard deviation of strata production estimate. 
E. 	 Historical Product'ion Data 
1. 	 Number of years of historical data available 
2. 	 Maximum historical production for the zone with the 
associated year
 
3. 	 Minimum historical production for the zone with the 
associated year 
4. 	 Mean historical production for the zone 
S. 	 Standard deviation of historical production. 
F. Commentarv - 160 characters of user input commentary. 
3.5.3.3 egion. Each region production estimate report shall 
consist of the following information: 
A. 	Heading
 
1. 	 Title 
2. 	 Region number 
3. 	Region name
 
4. 	 Country to which the region belongs 
5. 	Crop year
 
6. 	Crop type (spring, winter, or total)
 
7. 	 Units indicator 
S. 	 Thresholds applied or the report data 
* Minimum classification evaluation code 
* Biological stage range
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" Acquisition date range
 
* Yield estimate acquisition date range.
 
B. 	Security Block
 
1. 	CAS monthly report date - user input 
2. 	D)ate through which maximum protection must be retained
 
3. 	 Date through which restricted access must be retained 
4. 	Date cf report generation.
 
C. 	Estimates for Region 
1. 	Region production estimate
 
2. 	Standard deviation of prodution estimate
 
3. 	 Coefficient of variation of production estimate 
4. 	Upper and lower confidence limits of production estimate 
S. 	Probability of achievi:ng less than '0 ercent error in 
productior estimate. 
D. 	 Suportive Production Data (for each zone within the region) 
1. 	 Zone number 
2. 	 Zone name 
3. 	 Zone production estimate 
4. 	 Standard deviation of zone production estimate. 
F. 	Historical Production flata 
1. 	 Number of 'ears of historical data available 
2. 	 Maximum historical production for the region with the 
associated year 
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3. 	Minimum historical production for the region with the
 
associated year
 
4.. 	 Mean historical production for the region 
5. 	 Standard deviation of historical production. 
F. Commentary - 160 characters of user input commentary.
 
3.5.3.4 Country. Each LACI country production estimate report 
shall consist of the following information: 
A. 	Heading
 
1. 	Title 
2. 	Country number
 
3. 	Country name
 
4. 	Crop year
 
S. 	 Crop type (spring, winter, or total) 
6. 	 Units indicator 
7. 	 Thresholds applied cn the report data 
* Minimum classification evaluation code 
* Biologica' stage range 
* Acquisition date range 
* Yield estimate acquisition date range. 
B. 	Secuitv Block
 
1. 	 CAS monthly report date user input 
2. 	 Date through which maximum protection must be retained 
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3. 	Date through which restricted access must be retained
 
4. 	Date of report generation.
 
C. 	Estimates for Country
 
-. 	 Country production estimate
 
2.- Standard deviation of production estimate
 
3. 	Coefficient of variation of production estimate
 
4. 	Upper and lower confidence limits of production estimate
 
5. 	Probability of achieving less than 10 percent error in
 
production estimate.
 
D. 	Supportive Production Data (for each region within the
 
country)
 
1. 	Region number
 
2. 	Region name
 
3. 	Region production estimate
 
4. 	Standard deviation of region production estimate.
 
E. 	Historical Production Data
 
1. 	Number of years of historical data available
 
2. 	Maximum historical production for the country with the
 
associated year
 
3. 	Minimum historical production for the country with the
 
associated year
 
4. 	Mean historical production for the country
 
5. 	Standard deviation of historical production.
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F. Commentary - 160 characters of user input commentary. 
3.5.4 Auxiliary Reports. In addition to the area, yield, and 
production estimation reports, auxiliary reports may be optionally 
requested. These auxiliary reports shall consist of the area 
substrata reports, yield strata reports, and ;,.U) position reports. 
3.5.4.1 Area Substrata Reports. The area substrata data shall
 
be obtainet only for those countries whose base level is sub­
strata. Each substrata area estimate report shall consist of
 
the following information:
 
A. Heading
 
I. Title
 
2. Substrata number
 
3. Substrata name
 
4. Strata, zone, region, and country to which the substrata
 
belongs 
5. Crop year 
6. Crop type (spring or winter or total)
 
7. Units indicator
 
8. Thresholds appliei on the report data 
* Minimum classification evaluation code
 
" Biological stage range 
* Acquisition date range. 
R. Secur itj__Lcck 
1. CAS monthly report date - user input 
2. Date through which maximum protection must be retained 
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3. 	Date through which restricted access must be retained
 
4. 	Date of report generation.
 
C. 	Aiea Bstimate for Substrata
 
1. 	Substrata area estimate
 
2. 	Standard deviation of area estimate
 
3. 	Coefficient of variation of area estimate
 
4. 	Upper and lower confidence limits of area estimate
 
5. 	Probability of achieving less than 10 percent error in
 
area estimate.
 
D. 	Supportive Area Data
 
1. 	Number of agricultural segments in the substrata
 
2. 	Number of sample segments within the classification
 
threshold for aggregation vs. number of sample seg­
ments allocated to the substrata
 
3. 	Parameters for each sample segment within the substrata
 
* Sample segment number
 
* Percent classified as wheat
 
* Percent other
 
* Percent unidentifiable
 
* Percent thresholded
 
* Classification evaluation code
 
* Biological stage
 
* Acquisition date(s).
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E. 	Historical Area Data
 
1. 	Number of years of historical data available
 
2.__Maximum historical area for the substrata with the
 
associated year
 
3. 	Minimum historical area for the substrata with the
 
associated year
 
4. 	Mean historical area for the substrata
 
S. 	Standard deviation of historical area.
 
F. Commentary - 160 characters of user input commentary.
 
3.5.4.2 Yield Strata Reports. Each yield strata estimate report
 
shall consist of the following information:
 
A. 	Heading
 
1. 	Date of report generation
 
2. 	Title
 
3. 	Yield strata number
 
4. 	Country to which the yield strata belongs
 
S. 	Crop year
 
6. 	Crop type (spring or winter)
 
7. 	Unfts indicator.
 
B. 	Yield Strata Data
 
1. 	Yield strata estimate
 
2. 	Variance of yield strata estimate
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3. Parameters for each area strata within the yiehL strata 
* Area strata number 
* Area strata name.
 
3.5.4.3 WO Position Reports. Each WO report shall consist of 
the following information: 
A. Head in 
I. Date of report generation 
2. Title
 
3. Country. 
B. 1010 Data (parameters for each M(o station within the country) 
1. WMO station number 
2. Latitude of WO station
 
3. Iongitude of h"MO station 
Yield strata nmulrer withir which the 104 station is 
located. 
3. .5.,1 Aux ' llary ReporT Data Re'.i rtme!s. In order to support 
the auxili ary reports, the following data shall be required in the 
CAS data base: 
A. Yield Strata Data 
* Country I1) 
* Yield strata number 
* Crop year 
* Units indicator 
* Yield estimate 
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* Variance of yield estimate
 
* Area strata numbers which belong to the yield strata.
 
B. WMO Position Data
 
* Country ID
 
* WMO station number
 
" Latitude
 
a Longitude
 
o Yield strata number to which the WMO station belongs.
 
3.5.5 Report Options. The options for report output are request
 
for intermediate aggregation reports and the output device(s)
 
for the reports. Reference the display processor (paragraph 2.2.2)
 
for further explanation.
 
3.5.5.1 Intermediate Aggregation Reports. In addition to the
 
final aggregation report, all the interim aggregation reports that
 
support the final report may be output.
 
3.5.5.2 Auxiliary Reports. Each of the auxiliary report types
 
may be output for a country per a request at input command time.
 
Reference input command processor (paragraph 2.2.1) for further
 
explanation.
 
3.5.5.3 Output Devices. Any combination of the batch devices or
 
CRT may be specified as the output device(s) for report generation.
 
The batch devices include a magnetic tape and a line printer.
 
3.5.5.4 Data Suppression Flag. At any time during report display,
 
the suppression of the output of supportive and historical data
 
may be requested or overridden.
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SECTION 4 
CAS )ATA BASE SOFT"WARE 
4.1 (;.NERAL 
Requirements for CAS data base software have been segregated into 
three ma:,in f unctional areas. Paragraph 4.2 addresses requirements 
for data base manage:ment services to define, initialize, and update 
CAS data bases it: tie batch environent. Paragraph 4.3 defines 
requirements for interfacing with CA5 a.:]i lcations so:ftware (sec­
tion 3). Paragraph 4.4 defir.es 'equ. remer.ts for interfacing witx 
the DAS Base Change Progra.ata 
4.2 CAS DATA BASE MANAGEi' E>N 
The data base management softare shall .'revid al services nec­
essary to construct and maflntai CAS syste:n data i)ases. RCuired! 
services sha l in.clude capabilities , o de fie, ;' itza zc, an 
load CAS data bases and to mdfy selected data iase czntenrts hot:­
in a batch enviror.ment and throug!l termi:hial inputs (an:licatiwC!1 
processing. All parameters in tne data base t?:at cor.ain whea:. 
values for area, yield, an-d i.rc3fluct:l ;Iall %,e ill netric units. 
The fel lowing raragrapahs address basic data iaragemcr.t f:uc­mase 
t ions requi red for dat a Iase dtti i Iticn, in ItI 3 i 7a ion, anI ba'C h 
node processing of raw daka inplrt.s rece.ived :rr, external Sources. 
Descriptions of the media, fornat, and t ransr.ss ze' of each ex­
ternal data source nuptu reflect t-ose defined 4r appendix C. 
41.2.1 External Data Sources. An exteirnal d;ata source i'; zlefin,.J 
here to :mican; any scurce whxid:l generaitos data inpUts for the C0S 
at facilities othcr Lha the P) 'iS coif-p-urat Lon ocatcd i . 
Building 17 at the .'SC. 
Vxtcrnal data sources are.! defined as :iputs from the Cassi fica­
tion and Mensuration Si-:'ss zem (CAPS), .)ata Acqu:si tiot., Prepro­
cessing, and "ransrmiss icn Subsystem (DAPTS) , Yie >1 iLstimation 
Subsys ten (YhS) , and LAC E al1ocat in: :ata. 
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A. 	CANS Data. Raw CAMS data inputs shall be received on a
 
daily basis for initial processing by a CAS preprocessor
 
(see section 5). Subsequent data base updating shall be
 
performed by appropriate GAS data base management services
 
upon receipt of a preprocessor-generated magnetic tape of
 
sample segment classifications.
 
B. 	DAPTS Data. DAPTS inputs shall be provided to the GAS sys
 
tem on a yearly basis. Data provided by DAPTS shall inclu
 
spring and winter wheat values for acreage, yield, and pro
 
duction by substrata, strata, zone, region, and country as
 
applicable to a given country. GAS shall provide storage
 
and retrieval facilities for a maximum of (the latest) 15
 
years of DAPTS data. DAPTS data shall be provided to GAS
 
in the form of 9-track computer-compatible magnetic tapes.
 
C. YES Data. YES data shall be provided to the GAS on a
 
monthly basis. Yield strata-correlated data such as yield
 
strata coefficients and WM0 stations as well 
as meterolog­
ical data shall be provided to CAS. Up to 15 entries of
 
yield estimate data per crop type shall be stored on disk
 
for a given crop year. YES data shall be provided to GAS
 
in the form of magnetic tape and punched cards.
 
D. 	Allocation Data. Allocation data shall be provided on a
 
crop year basis for each LACIE country. Allocation data
 
shall define each level which comprises a country hierarch
 
4.2.2 Data Base Structuring/Design. Data base structuring/desig
 
capabilities shall include provisions for data base security, ini
 
tialization, and hierarchical definition of required CAS data
 
base(s). The GAS data base shall be sized to hold a minimum of
 
2 crop years of data for each data type.
 
4.2.2.1 Data Base Security. The integrity and security of GAS
 
data bases shall be accomplished by operationally controlling
 
access to the data base and by utilization of the standard securi
 
features offered by the RSX-11D Operating System. Protection of
 
programs and data shall be provided by the utilization of a User
 
Identification Code (UIC) and passwords.
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4.2.2.2 Initialization. The process of data base initialization
 
includes those preliminary functions which must occur before a
 
data base can be considered available for user access. Functions
 
involved in this process may require utilization of certain main­
tenance capabilities such as data base purging (either a complete
 
data base or selective data within a given data base); data base
 
definition processing; data base loading (e.g., from a previous
 
dump or-checkpoint tape); and initialization of internal tables,
 
indices, pointers, etc.
 
All terminal users must be signed off from the affected data base
 
prior to initialization processing and, once processing begins,
 
shall be locked out from accessing that data base until initializa­
tion is completed.
 
4.2.2.3 Data Base Definition/Hierarchy. The CAS data base shall
 
consist of multiple data files. A data file shall be defined for
 
each LACIE country for each data type (CAMS, YES, DAPTS) for each
 
crop year. Allocation data shall be provided to the CAS each crop
 
year for each of the LACIE countries. Allocation data shall define
 
the geographical hierarchy employed in CAS data acquisition and
 
shall be utilized as the logical structure definition of CAS data
 
files. Allocation data shall also be stored on disk for use by
 
application and display generation software.
 
The 	data base management software shall utilize a step-down con­
catenation of allocation ID's to perform data storage and retrieval
 
operations within a given data file. The actual physical organi­
zation of a data file shall be transparent to applications inter­
facing with the data base management software.
 
The following paragraphs address storage and retrieval conventions
 
of CAS data files for each data type.
 
A. 	CANS Data Files. For a given crop year, a data file shall
 
be defined for each LACIE country for storage/retrieval of
 
CAMS-only data. A physical record within a CAMS data file
 
shall be referenced through the concatenation of the follow­
ing allocation identifiers as applicable to a given country.
 
" Country ID
 
* Region ID
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the allocation hierarchy. Each logical record shall con­
tain values for the following parameters:
 
* Epoch year
 
o Crop (harvest) year
 
* Spring/winter wheat designator
 
* Historical wheat area
 
* Historical wheat yield
 
* Historical wheat production.
 
The storage/retrieval of DAPTS data shall occur at each of
 
the following hierarchical levels as applicable to a given
 
country.
 
* Country
 
* Region
 
* Zone
 
* Strata
 
* Substrata.
 
C. 	YES Data Files. A data file shall be defined for each
 
LACIE country for storage/retrieval of yield estimate data
 
for each crop year. Each physical record of yield estimate
 
data shall contain logical records of monthly estimate data
 
for a single area stratum. A physical record of yield es­
timate data shall be referenced through the concatenation
 
of the following allocation identifiers as applicable to
 
a given country.
 
* Country ID
 
* Region ID
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